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Finneran’s wake: US Attorney Michael Sullivan is riding high on the 
former House Speaker’s perjury indictment. Too bad it’s much ado 
about little. 
BY HARVEY A. SILVERGLATE 
 

The federal indictment of former House Speaker Thomas Finneran for perjury and obstruction 

of justice was widely hailed as a triumph of justice, a richly deserved comeuppance for a pol 

whose thirst for power was unshakable. All the more remarkable, the story seems driven by 

chance, involving an unusual cast of characters thrown together by fate: a federal judge in love 

with his own power and legal prowess; a politically ambitious chief federal prosecutor; and an 

autocratic legislative leader. But although the tale won accolades in media circles, US Attorney 

Michael Sullivan may have a considerably harder time getting a conviction from a jury of 12 

ordinary citizens, who will be more concerned with rendering justice than with satisfying 

personal or political agendas. 

Finneran’s indictment stems from his testimony in a 2002 lawsuit brought by the Black Political 

Task Force (BPTF). The group claimed that a Massachusetts redistricting plan dis criminated 

against African-American citizens by concentrating black voters in too few voting districts. 

Then-Speaker Finneran denied that he had detailed involvement in the plan before it was 

disseminated to House members. After a three-judge panel overturned the plan, Sullivan 

ostensibly felt compelled to indict Finneran. A careful parsing of the actual trial testimony, 

however, together with consideration of the motives and personal styles of both Sullivan and 

Judge Bruce Selya, who wrote the BPTF opinion, shows that neither man was impartial or savvy 

with regard to the former Speaker’s delicate position while testifying about the redistricting 

plan. 

Truth or consequences 

Perjury is one of the harder federal crimes to prosecute, which is one reason it is rarely brought 

for an alleged lie in a civil proceeding such as the BPTF trial. For one thing, the lie must be 

shown to be clear and direct. It is not enough that the witness’s statements were vague, 
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somewhat misleading, or "cute" — that is, intentionally narrow, relying on word games and on 

the failure of a questioner to pin him or her down. Equally important, the lie has to be shown to 

be material — that is, clearly relevant to the issue in the proceeding. In the Finneran 

prosecution, the feds will likely have trouble on both scores. 

Sullivan alleges that Finneran lied when he denied participating in the redistricting process. 

Before the plan was distributed to his colleagues, according to the indictment, Finneran "met 

with the House Chairman [Representative Thomas M. Petrolati] and others for the purpose of 

reviewing a redistricting plan." At that meeting "Finneran reviewed a redistricting plan ... and ... 

provided comments and instruction as to how two districts should be merged ..." On the 

surface, the indictment seems planted on solid ground: after all, anyone who knows the 

powerful former Speaker would find it hard to believe that he’d al low his handpicked 

committee chairman, Petrolati, to proceed in something as politically charged as the 

redistricting process without the Speaker’s involvement. 

Sullivan’s case rests on what he claims were Finneran’s clear and categorical denials. Trouble is, 

the testimony reveals a witness who, out of a need to exhibit diplomacy toward fellow House 

members so as not to make them appear to be his puppets, felt obligated to interpret every 

question in the narrowest possible way. However, at points in his testimony conveniently not 

mentioned in the indictment, Finneran did confess to monitoring the redistricting, and even to 

having made certain strategic decisions that affected its outcome. At one point Finneran even 

admitted that he arranged to have his friend and long-time confidant, attorney Lawrence 

DiCara, "provide counsel, legal guidance on all legal matters that might arise" from the 

redistricting plan. A short time later, Finneran admitted having conversations about the plan 

with Petrolati. Both men, Finneran implied, served as his intermediaries during the process. 

Finneran even made the crucial admission that he learned, before the redistricting plan was 

presented to the House, that it would create a new district with a majority of racial -minority 

voters; that he learned this from DiCara; and that he conveyed to DiCara his approval. It will be 

hard to get a jury to ignore these concessions and buy Sullivan’s claim that Finneran flat-out 

denied knowledge and involvement. 

Finneran is alleged to have denied, for example, "reviewing" the draft redistricting plan. But 

while one person might think that "reviewing" a plan means merely skimming it, another might 

think it connotes a more thorough reading. The nature of both the question and the answer 

gives a perjury defendant what lawyers call "wiggle room" to convince a jury that the answer, 

taken literally and narrowly, was not a falsehood. It may not be admirable for a witness, 

particularly an important public figure, to play such word games, but it is doubtful  that Finneran 

will be convicted for attempting to downplay, while not denying entirely, the realities of his 

leadership position. 
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In the end, Finneran hedged, but did not categorically deny his power and participation in the 

redistricting process. That complicates Sullivan’s perjury charge and may very well wreck his 

case. Finneran’s denials and admissions were carefully calculated. He was determined, despite 

some evidence to the contrary, to avoid giving the impression that he pulled puppet strings 

while a powerless House danced. But, in light of what he did admit, is this really perjury? 

Another crucial issue at Finneran’s trial will be whether his alleged lies affected an 

issue material to the outcome of the redistricting litigation. As the three-judge federal court 

recognized, "to prevail under this statute [the Voting Rights Act], plaintiffs need not establish 

that the Legislature acted with a discriminatory purpose" — rather, it is necessary to prove only 

that the plan had a discriminatory effect. The court concluded that this "relieved" the plaintiffs 

"of the burden of proving intentional discrimination." As a consequence, what Finneran knew 

or intended — and, indeed, the intent of the House itself — regarding the redistricting plan 

should have been wholly irrelevant to the outcome of the redistricting trial, and hence not 

material. In fact, what really decided the redistricting case was the testimony of expert 

witnesses and statisticians who persuaded the judges that the outcome of the redistricting had 

a negative effect on the ability of black voters "to participate in the political process and elect 

candidates of their choice." African-American citizens, the court correctly concluded, were 

super-packed into fewer electoral districts, making it more difficult for black candidates to win 

more House seats. Furthermore, Finneran’s partial admissions arguably make his occasional 

denials less material. At the very least, when Finneran’s jurors learn of the materiality 

requirement in a perjury charge, it likely will cause them to wonder whether the indictment is 

much ado about little. 

Fatal footnote 

So why would Sullivan indict Finneran? Let’s ignore for the moment his political ambitions and 

the general consensus that Finneran’s head would give the US attorney a boost on his path to 

electoral power. Sullivan may have been swayed by Selya’s remarkably judgmental but 

politically naive language in the trial opinion — something for which the judge is well known. It 

is not unusual to see Selya gratuitously criticize, in sarcastic and sometimes grandiloquent 

fashion, a party or witness. He has earned a reputation for tossing around both his power and 

trademark one-hundred-dollar words, and the BPTF opinion is no exception. He noted, for 

example, "the parties’ plenitudinous submissions" rather than simply numerous filings. We’re 

told that in a major voting-rights case "the Supreme Court limned three threshold conditions" 

instead of simply outlined. Well, you get the point. 

Early in his opinion, Selya observed that the House Redistricting Committee "was content to 

leave the heavy lifting to Finneran" as well as to Petrolati, the committee chair designated by 
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Finneran. "Finneran and Petrolati," Selya concluded, "kept the process on a short leash." That 

was followed by a fatal footnote, the kind of gratuitous, overstated slap for which the judge has 

become infamous: "Although Speaker Finneran denied any involvement in the redistricting 

process," Selya wrote, "the circumstantial evidence strongly suggests the opposite conclusion. 

For one thing, he handpicked the members of the Committee and placed Petrolati at the helm. 

For another thing, he ensured that the Committee hired his boyhood friend and long-time 

political collaborator, Lawrence DiCara, as his principal functionary. Last — but far from least — 

Finneran’s in-house counsel, John Stefanini, had the Maptitude [redistricting] software installed 

on his computer in the Speaker’s office suite and was one of only four legislative staffers who 

received training in how to use the software." 

Denied any involvement? Hardly. Finneran, like most figures in his position, preferred to be 

demure rather than speak bluntly about his power over fellow House members. He was 

supposed to be a House leader, after all, not a puppeteer. But, crucially, the wily former 

Speaker, being under oath, took care not to deny his influential role entirely — he walked a thin 

line, but he likely did not commit perjury. 

But Judge Selya was determinedly tone-deaf to such nuances. His hostility was visibly 

unrestrained during Finneran’s testimony, and he barely disguised his belief that the former 

Speaker was being dishonest. At one point, the plaintiffs’ lawyer asked Finneran if he’d read a 

particular article in the Boston Globe. Finneran said that he had "some doubt" whether he did. 

This prompted Selya to pick a fight with the witness: "Well, why do you have some doubt?" he 

interrupted. "Because, frankly, it strikes me as unusual that someone in your position wouldn’t 

read coverage in a major daily newspaper in Boston about ongoing matters in the legislature." 

Finneran responded, understandably, that sometimes it was "physically impossible to get to 

them. That’s all." 

Selya also got into a revealing scuffle with Finneran about his influence over the appointment of 

House committee chairs. Finneran admitted only to "recommending" chairmen for final 

approval by the House. Selya, visibly annoyed by Finneran’s effort to understate his power, 

jumped in to inquire whether the House had ever actually rejected any of the Speaker’s 

recommendations. Pressed by the judge, Finneran admitted that no, it never had. But of 

course, as anyone versed in the art of politics knows, a good leader works out the kinks out of 

public view but also minimizes the visibility of his own exercise of power so as not to publicly 

demean his fellow House members. At one point Selya even criticized the brevity of House and 

Senate debates, as if he did not know that much legislative work — including marshaling votes 

for key appointments — is done behind the scenes. 
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Selya took every opportunity to puncture Finneran’s credibility, and when the opinion was 

released, it was eagerly exploited by the former Speaker’s critics. Selya’s footnote in particular 

caught the eye of at least two critics, namely Pamela H. Wilmot, executive director of Common 

Cause, the government-reform advocacy group, and Jeanne M. Kempthorne, a former federal 

prosecutor who worked with the organization in seeking to persuade US Attorney Sullivan — 

her former boss — to bring the perjury charge. 

Glass houses 

Given the merits of his case, Sullivan is unlikely to prevail unless he pressures Finneran into 

accepting a plea bargain. Sullivan has many weapons at his disposal for applying such pressure, 

not the least of which is his power to recommend that if Finneran pleads guilty, the judge 

refrain from imposing a prison term. But Sullivan’s  power to indict (it is rightly said that a 

federal prosecutor can get a grand jury to indict a ham sandwich) and to pres sure Finneran into 

a plea bargain is not the standard by which a federal prosecutor is supposed to decide whether 

to charge a citizen. Besides, the former Speaker’s legendary toughness might well thwart any 

effort to pressure him into pleading guilty. 

Sullivan may have made a grave political as well as legal miscalculation. Finneran is in a good 

position to defeat him, all because Sullivan took the opinionated rants of a self-important and 

politically naive judge to heart. The US attorney is also vulnerable to charges of hypocrisy and 

poor judgment, thanks to his highly protective attitude toward one of his own assistants, 

recently found by federal judge Mark Wolf to have engaged in — get this — perjury and 

obstruction of justice in the case of alleged Mafia member Vincent Ferrara (see " ‘Animal’ 

Crackers," News and Features, June 17). Sullivan’s failure to clean his own house, combined 

with his thumbless grasp — following Selya — of how House business is conducted, may send 

him spiraling into political oblivion, with the distant echo of Tom Finneran’s cackle ringing in his 

ears. 

Harvey A. Silverglate, a frequent "Freedom Watch" contributor, is completing a book on abusive 

federal prosecutions. He can be reached at has@harveysilverglate.com 
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